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In the proof of Proposition 5.1 it is inferred that the assumption 
vt(x) E li’;lt,“+“p f [Vt+s(Ut(x, s)) - V’(x)] -< 0 for all (t, x) E R x X 
(5.1) 
implies that Yt+r(ut(x, 7)) is a nonincreasing function of 7. Of course this 
is not true in general unless Vt+T(~t(~, T)) is continuous. It was pointed to us 
by Professor Jack K. Hale that continuity is not guaranteed by our assump- 
tions. Thus (5.1) must be replaced by the stronger 
Yt+7(~‘(~, T)) < V*(x) for all (t, x, T) E R x X x R+ . (5.1)* 
For the same reason, Eq. (5.3) should be replaced by 
%+‘v(Y, 4) = WI”(Y), for all rER+, (5.3)* 
which is an immediate consequence of Eq. (5.8). 
In certain applications (e.g., [I]) vt+r(ut(x, T)) is continuous (even though 
u~(x, 7) is not!) and (5.1) is equivalent to (5.1)*. another common situation 
where (5.1) suffices for proving Proposition 5.1 arises if V is continuous on 
R x X and the orbit which originates at (t, x) is continuous. By (i) and (iii) 
of Definition 5.1, Y will be continuous if u is continuous (Definition 2.3). 
Continuity of the orbit which originates at (t, x) has been assumed, e.g., 
in Propostions 3.3 and 5.2. We should emphasize here that the continuity 
of other orbits is not necessary. Thus the results in [l] and [2] are not affected 
by the present correction. We take the opportunity to report that the assertion 
in the footnote on page 304 of [I] that w is a weak dynamical system is erro- 
neous and should be disregarded. 
A misprint appears on page 247, line 13; TTzk 3 s should read Tti, > --s. 
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